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The existence of the large-scale structures appearing in turbulent Couette flows are studied by
means of a new DNS dataset of active thermal Couette flows for different friction Richardson num-
bers, at the Prandtl number of air, Pr = 0.71. The existence of these structures is linked to the
nonexistence of an active thermal flow. As soon the Richardson number is greater than 1.5, the
structures are less energetic, and for a value of only 3, the structures have vanished. This is due
to the reorganization of the intense Reynolds stress events. Thus, large-scale structures will hardly
appear in real-life Couette flows of air with a stable wall-normal gradient of temperature.

I. INTRODUCTION

Turbulent channel flows have been widely studied for
their relatively simplicity as a framework to study wall
turbulence. The main control parameter is the friction
Reynolds number, Reτ = uτh/ν, where uτ is the fric-
tion velocity, h is the semi height of the channel and ν
is the kinematic viscosity. Two different boundary con-
ditions are usually imposed, pressure driven (Poiseuille,
P-flows) [1–5] and shear (Couette, C-flows) [6–8] flows.
Turbulent C-flows have been studied less and at lower
Reynolds number than P-flows due to the existence of
very large-scale roll-like motions extending along the
streamwise and wall-normal directions of the domain.
These large coherent structures were found experimen-
tally [9–11] and numerically [7, 8, 12] in unstratified Cou-
ette flows. They are defined as coherent regions of either
low or high streamwise velocity, creating counter-rotating
vortex pairs almost aligned in the streamwise direction
[12]. There is not a clear criterion to identify these struc-
tures. In ducts, these structures has been identified using
threshold functions [13] but this has still to be done in
Couette flows. They are mostly identified through visu-
alization employing some filtering [7, 12].

The rolls are in fact quite stable. Kraheberger et al.
[14] found that the rolls were not completely nullified by
transpiration flows up to Reτ = 1000. Gand́ıa-Barberá
et al. [15] linked the existence of the rolls to only nega-
tive values on the one-point statistics of Reynolds stress
in transitionary Couette-Poiseuille flows. Lee and Moser
[12] found out that, up to 350h at Reτ = 500, the
streamwise length of the rolls increases with the friction
Reynolds number. Beyond this Reynolds number, it can
be considered as infinite for all practical purposes. Fi-
nally, Alcántara-Ávila et al. [16] found that the width of
the numerical or experimental domain has an important
effect in the number and width of the rolls and, more
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important, in the one-point statistics of the flow.
The main idea of this study is to destabilize the

counter-rotating rolls introducing an active thermal field,
which causes a density stratification in the flow. The ef-
fect of stratification on rolls in the plane Couette flow
is relatively less studied. However, it is well known that
even the weak stratification can affect the Taylor-Couette
flow and induce thin layering on the flow, not related to
the Taylor vortex rolls [17]. On the other hand, there
are some indications that even in the weakly stratified
plane Couette flow at high Reτ , coherent structures, and
the near-wall turbulence regeneration cycle may be af-
fected by the vertical stratification [18, 19]. Perhaps, one
candidate for this phenomenon could be a rare cloud for-
mation called the Morning Glory cloud, [20]. However,
due to certain limitations in the atmospheric measure-
ments techniques and spatial coverage, this comparison
requires more observational and numerical efforts. Any-
way, the results of the present analysis are relevant to the
stratified turbulence in the atmosphere, as it is found at a
large variety of stratification rates and Reynolds numbers
[21].

II. METHODOLOGY AND NUMERICAL
SIMULATIONS

The streamwise, wall-normal and spanwise coordinates
are respectively denoted by x, y and z, and the corre-
sponding velocity components are U , V and W . Density
is denoted by ρt. Statistically averaged quantities are de-
noted by an overbar, whereas fluctuating quantities are
denoted by lowercase letters, i. e. U = U + u. There
is one exception to this rule. As capital ρ is indistin-
guishable to P we have used a t subindex, ρt = ρ + ρ.
The superscript (+) indicates that the quantities have
been normalized by uτ . Quantities averaged in time or
in a particular direction are denoted using angles; that
is, 〈U〉xzt for the streamwise velocity averaged in homo-
geneous directions and time.

The governing equations of the system are the Navier
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Case Line Reb Reτ Riτ Tuτ/h TUb/Lx
P0 10200 500 0 48.11 34.19
C0 · · · · · · 10500 480 0 41.96 33.03
C1 – – – – 10700 476 0.50 54.74 44.26
C3 — ·— 11300 483 1.65 34.98 29.43
C6 11480 476 2.90 31.51 27.33

Table I: Parameters of the simulations. Two different
Reynolds numbers are given depending on the bulk

velocity, Ub, and uτ . Riτ is given in the fifth column.
The last two columns denote the computational time
span while statistics were taken in wash-outs (Ub/Lx)
and eddy turn-overs (uτ/h). Line shapes are used to

identify the cases through all the figures.

Stokes equations under the Boussinesq aproximation,

∂jUj = 0, (1)

∂tUi + Uj∂jUi = −∂iP +
1

Reτ
∂jjUi − Riτρtδi2, (2)

∂tρt + Uj∂jρt =
1

ReτPr
∂jjρt. (3)

In these equations Riτ is the Richardson friction num-
ber, given by Riτ = ∆ρgh/ρ0u

2
τ . This ∆ρ is the dif-

ference in density between the two walls, being the flow
denser at the bottom wall. Thus, Dirichlet boundary
conditions are used to model ρt. g is the gravitational
acceleration and ρ0 is a reference density. The Prandtl
number of air is used in this study, Pr = 0.71. The
previous equations are transformed into an equation for
the wall-normal vorticity ωy and for the Laplacian of the
wall-normal velocity φ = ∇2v. The spatial discretiza-
tion uses dealiased Fourier expansions in x and z, and
seven-point compact finite differences in y, with fourth-
order consistency and extended spectral-like resolution
[22]. The temporal discretization is a third-order semi-
implicit Runge-Kutta scheme [23]. The code used for this
work has been employed in different works for several dif-
ferent boundary conditions, [2, 7, 14, 24–26].

Five new simulations have been made for this work,
summarised in Table I. The first simulation is a P-flow
with Riτ = 0. The other four simulations are C-flows
at different small values of Riτ . In every case, the do-
main chosen is (8πh, 2h, 3πh), to completely contain a
pair of rolls [16]. The mesh has a size of (1536, 251, 1152)
points which gives a resolution of 8.2 and 4.1 wall units
in x and z. The wall-normal grid spacing is adjusted
to keep the resolution at ∆y = 1.5η, i.e., approximately
constant in terms of the local isotropic Kolmogorov scale
η = (ν3/ε)1/4. In wall units, ∆y+ varies from 0.83 at the
wall, up to ∆y+ ' 2.3 at the centreline. This grid size
is similar to the one typically used in channel flows, for
both P- and C- Flows [2, 7, 12, 26].

In every simulation case, the flow had to evolve from
an initial field, which has been taken from a previous

case with lower Riτ . The code was run until a transi-
tion phase was passed and the flow had adjusted to the
new set of parameters. The transition is characterized
through, among other variables, the value of the shear
stress in the moving wall. Once this parameter reaches
a plateau, statistics are collected as in [19, 27]. In order
to further validate the database, the total density flux,
which is equal to one, has been calculated as the sum of
the turbulent and molecular density fluxes. The following
equation comes from integration of Eq. 3,

1 = vρ+ − dρt
+

dy+
, (4)

and it is shown in Figure 1. All fluxes collapse perfectly,
and in every case their sum is one, with an error below
5× 10−3.
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Figure 1: Colour online. Turbulent (squares), molecular
(circles), and total (diamonds) density fluxes for cases

C0, C1, C3 and C6. The collapsing of the different
curves is perfect.
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Stratification on velocity fields

Figure 2: Colour online. X-Z plane at the center of the
channel of 〈u/Ub〉t for the cases C0 (top) and C6

(bottom).

Isosurfaces of u/Ub are plotted at the channel cen-
tre for cases C0 and C6 in Figure 2. The streamwise
streaks in case C0 are trackers of the large-scale rolls
[12, 15]. Streaks and rolls are involved in a regenera-
tion cycle (i.e. self-sustaining mechanism) in both the
buffer [28] and the logarithmic layer [29]. In this pro-
cess, a streak flanked by an attached Q2 and Q4 event
occasionally meanders and destroys itself generating a
peak of wall-normal velocity, Reynolds stress and dissi-
pation. This fact is observed in the intermittent bursts of
logarithmic wall-attached events. The bursting process
reinforces the rolls, which eventually eject low-speed fluid
from the wall creating streamwise streaks through a lift-
up process [31]. While these rolls are strong and clearly
defined for C0, their strength and definition is reduced
in C6 due to stratification. This can be seen in Figure
3, where 〈u(y/h = 1)/Ub〉tx is shown for the four cases.
While C0 and C1 present four extrema, corresponding
to the yellow (fast) and blue (slow) streaks of Figure 2
top, C3 and C6 present six weaker peaks. The disrup-
tion of the self-sustaining mechanism by a stable strati-
fication in channel Couette flows was predicted by Eaves
and Caulfield [18] by observing the laminar to turbulent
transition of neutral and stratified cases. Stable stratifi-
cation damps turbulent wall-normal motions by impos-
ing a potential energy toll [27]. This feature disrupts the
well-established self-sustaining mechanism by modifying
the energy input into rolls and consequently reducing the
kinetic energy density of the streaks. The level of disrup-
tion increases with the bulk Richardson number, RiB .
The authors observe that the disruption is significant at
a Richardson bulk number RiB ≥ 3×10−3. In our study,

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3
-0.15

-0.1

-0.05

0

0.05
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0.15

Figure 3: Colour online. Lines as in Table I. 〈u/Ub〉xt at
the center of the channel represented along the spanwise

direction.

the case C6 has RiB = 1.2× 10−2.
More information about the 3D shape of the rolls

can be obtained from the spectral density, Φ =
kxkzE(kx, kz), where kx and kz are wave numbers in their
sub-index direction and E(kx, kz) is the energy spectrum
of u. They are presented in Figure 4. The four figures
have been plotted using the same scale to highlight the
range in the energy from the largest scales to shorter
ones. The black lines correspond to case P0. The two
rolls in C0 and C1 are identified by the energy spec-
trum peak at λz/h = 3π/2 = 4.7 in the channel center.
The same wavelength was identified in [15] for unstrati-
fied Couette at Reτ = 125, which indicates that rolls in
Reτ = 480 have the same width; that is, 3πh/4 ≈ 2.4h.
Even if Figure 3 can give the impression that the rolls in
C6 are present but only in more quantity and less ener-
getic, we can see in Figure 4 that in C6 they have disap-
peared for y+ < 100. Additionally, their width has re-
duced. Near-wall structures are also identified in Figure
4 at y+ = 10 at both walls. This region is mainly domi-
nated by coherent streaks of streamwise velocity with an
average spanwise separation of the order λ+

z ≈ 100 [1].
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Figure 4: Colour online. Time- and x-averaged images of u/Ub at y = h for cases C0, C1, C3 and C6 ((a) to (d)). In
all cases the black lines correspond to case P0.

Thus, increasing Riτ causes the break-up of the rms-
averaged rolls by weakening the streaks in the channel
center as observed in Figure 2. However, other quantities
such as the turbulent heat flux vρ+ and the Reynolds
stress uv+ (not shown here) do not change for the range
of stratification (i.e. Riτ ) achieved in this article. The
reason that both quantities are unaffected can be linked
to the close relationship between the velocity and the
temperature fields. Deusebio et al. [19] indicates that
the Reynolds stress and the turbulent heat flux decrease
proportionally with stratification, so their ratio remains
close to constant. Moreover, Garcia-Villalba [27] shows
that a deviation of the Reynolds stress in a stratified

turbulent channel at Reτ = 550 is only appreciable from
Riτ ≥ 60. Thus, changes in these averaged quantities
shall not be expected at Riτ < 3.

B. Coherent structures of intense Reynolds stress

As a consequence of the self-sustaining mechanism, co-
herent structures in the form of counter-rotating rolls
are triggered by pairs of ejections and sweeps extend-
ing beyond the buffer layer in a well-organised process
called bursting. The ejections carry low streamwise ve-
locity upwards from the wall (u < 0, v > 0), while
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the sweeps carry high streamwise velocity downwards
to the wall (u > 0, v < 0). Based on a Reynolds
stress quadrant classification, ejections and sweeps are
Q2 and Q4 events, respectively. Lozano-Duran et al. [30]
and Jiménez [31] reported the relation between counter-
rotating rolls, streamwise streaks and Q2-Q4 pairs in tur-
bulent Poiseuille flow by observing averaged flow fields
conditioned to the presence of a wall-attached Q2-Q4
pair. A wall-attached event is an intense Reynolds stress
structure (i.e. uv-structure) that approaches a wall below
y+ < 20. The reasoning for this definition is explained
later. For a time-resolved view of the bursting process
in turbulent Poiseuille channel at Reτ ≈ 4200, the inter-
ested reader is referred to [32].

In order to study the underlying mechanics behind the
counter-rotating rolls, the coherent structures responsi-
ble for the transport of momentum are analysed. Jiménez
[31] explains that the intensity of a given parameter is
considered as an indicator of coherence, among other
characteristics. However, the selection of a threshold is
only feasible if the parameter is intermittent enough to
separate between high- and low-intensity regions. After
analysing the intermittency of different parameters, it is
found that quadratic parameters, specially the Reynolds
stress, are more appropriate to describe intense coherent
structures.

Based on the above-mentioned evidence and the link
between rolls and uv+ [15], a quadrant study of the
flow through the intense Reynolds stress events was car-
ried out following the identification method proposed in
Lozano-Duran et al. [30]. A uv-structure is defined by
connecting points in the flow field grid that satisfy:

|τ (~x, t) | > Hu′rms (y) v′rms (y) (5)

where τ (~x, t) = −u′ (~x, t) v′ (~x, t) and H is the percola-
tion index, discussed later.

The structure connectivity is defined in the 26 orthog-
onal directions of the DNS Cartesian mesh. The aver-
age streamwise and wall-normal component of each con-
nected structure (i.e. domain Ω) is calculated following
Eq. 6. Each uv-structure is classified in a given uv-
quadrant from Q1 to Q4 based on the sign of its u′m and
v′m.

u′m =

∫
Ω
u′ dV∫

Ω
dV

(6)

the same definition is used for v′m.
Note that this approach for the average velocity com-

ponents can be easily computed by considering that each
structure point is located inside a small box of same size
as the field grid at that point. Inside the box, the veloc-
ity value is constant and equal to the value at the point.
This small box is from now referred as voxel, based on
the definition in [33]. The voxel streamwise and spanwise

dimensions remain constant at 8.2 and 4.1 wall units re-
spectively, while the wall-normal dimension depends on
its distance to the nearest wall.

Following the indications in [30], the sign of v′m is
changed on the structures at the upper channel half in
Poiseuille flow. On turbulent Couette flow the sign of u′m
must be changed in this region, too. The reasoning is the
same in both cases, the change on sign allows connected
Q2 (u < 0, v > 0) and Q4 (u > 0, v < 0) events to extend
beyond the central plane. Without these modifications,
their part crossing the central plane would be wrongly
considered as Q1 and Q3 points.

Various authors [34, 35] have pointed out the need of a
wall-dependent threshold in non-homogeneous flows such
as channel domains. If the threshold in Eq. 5 were eval-
uated in the buffer layer, the filter would barely identify
structures in the logarithmic and outer regions. On the
contrary, a threshold evaluated above the buffer layer
would identify too many points near the wall, which
would be falsely clustered into one huge uv-structure.
The selection of a percolation index (H), independent of
the wall distance, is based on the ratio of identified struc-
tures at a given H to the maximum number of objects
among all studied indexes, N(Hk)/max(N(H)), being
k = 1, ..., n studied indexes; together with the ratio be-
tween the largest volume and the total volume identified
at each index, max(V (Hk))/sum(V (Hk)). Figure 5 de-
picts the evolution of both parameters. The percolation
study shows how the identified uv-structures cluster into
a huge unique structure at H < 1.5, since the volume ra-
tio is near 1. On the contrary, disperse structures of few
volume units are identified from H > 3, being the volume
ratio below 10−1. Notice that such high percolation in-
dexes identify less structures because the threshold (Eq.
5) is more restrictive. A similar behaviour was reported
in [30, 36] for neutral turbulent Poiseuille at Reτ = 934
and Reτ = 2003.

From our understanding, this is the first time a perco-
lation study for the identification of intense uv-events is
done on a turbulent Couette flow, either neutral or strat-
ified. Based on the results in Figure 5, the percolation
index for C0 is 2.3. H is generally selected in the region
after the percolation crisis (i.e. decay of volume ratio).
For P0, H is 1.75 as in [30]. The percolation index for C6
is 2.1 in order to identify the same Reynolds stress as in
C0, which is constant near −0.4 above the buffer layer,
as will be seen later. Despite reducing the index in C6,
the contributions of the uv-events to the total identified
Reynolds stress remain the same as if H = 2.3 was set.

After applying the filtering in Eq. 5 with the selected
percolation indexes, each uv-structure is assembled by
the connectivity algorithm and engulfed in a box of di-
mensions ∆x × ∆y × ∆z aligned to the Cartesian axes,
where ∆y = ymax−ymin and the same in the other direc-
tions. The limits of the box are defined by the first and
last structure point in a given direction. The distances
ymin and ymax to the nearest wall are relevant due to the
inhomogeneity of the flow in the wall-normal direction.
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Figure 5: Colour online. Lines as in Table I. Percolation
study for the identification of intense uv-structures.

The solid lines are the ratio of identified objects to the
maximum of objects identified among the studied

percolation indexes. The dashed lines are the ratio of
the volume of the largest identified object to the total

volume identified at a given percolation index. The
vertical lines are at H = 1.75, H = 2.1 and H = 2.3.

Lozano-Duran et al. [30] and Osawa [36] showed through
joint PDF plots of ymin and ymax that the uv-events can
be classified into 2 groups: attached

(
y+
min < 20

)
and de-

tached
(
y+
min ≥ 20

)
. The same classification has been

proven true for the turbulent Couette cases. See Figure
6.

A summary of the identified events is compiled in Ta-
ble II. Here, uv-structures with a volume below 163 wall
units are discarded to avoid grid resolution issues. They
are neither included in the table nor in the figures. The
structures are classified in the table as attached or tall-
attached structures

(
y+
min < 20, y+

max > 100
)
, reaching

the logarithmic region of the flow. The remaining struc-
tures are therefore detached. Since our aim is to study
the channel-centre counter-rotating rolls in Couette from
the underlying bursting cycle (i.e. intense uv-events), we
focus on tall and energetic structures that reach this re-
gion. Lozano-Duran et al. [30] found that structures ex-
tending beyond the buffer layer carry a great fraction of
Reynolds stress, so they are perfect candidates to study
the organization of momentum transfer. Finally, it is
observed later in Figure 7 that the stratification affects
mainly the intensity of events at y+ > 100.

As expected from Figure 5, low percolation indexes
identify more structures, so NT increases in Table II. 78%
of the identified uv-events are Q2 (i.e. ejections) and Q4
(i.e. sweeps) independently of the case. Attached Q2
and Q4 events account for the 40% of identified struc-
tures, while only 8% of NT are tall-attached. Q1 and Q3
events (i.e. Q+) account only for the 20% of events, but
almost none of them (< 1%) is attached. These struc-

tures are less frequent and smaller in volume than Q2 and
Q4 events (i.e. Q−). Note that Q+ volume is only 8%
of the total identified volume. It is surprising that the
volume of tall-attached structures is around 80% of the
total identified volume, despite the low percentage of tall-
attached events. Finally, despite 62% of the uv-events
are detached, they contain only a 20% of the identified
volume. At a first glance, it is not possible to find differ-
ences in Table II between cases P0, C0 and C6. These
results agree with Jiménez [31], who points out that Q+

events are small in Poiseuille channels and in homoge-
neous shear turbulent flows too. An explanation for the
imbalance of structure types is that Q− events (u′v′ < 0)
extract energy from the shear, while Q+ events (u′v′ > 0)
lose it. Consequently, Q− events tend to grow, with some
individuals reaching the domain walls and developing at-
tached structures, while Q− events tend to vanish.

The turbulent momentum flux conditioned to uv-
events is represented in Figure 7 along the wall-normal
direction. The use of an identification threshold depen-
dent on the wall distance results in a constant total iden-
tified Reynolds stress for C-flows and constant quadrant
contributions away from the wall in all cases. Note that
by employing a slightly lower percolation index at C6
the same amount of total Reynolds stress as in C0 is
gathered by the filter. The quadrant contributions in
P0 agree well with the results in [30] for turbulent chan-
nels at Reτ = 934 and Reτ = 2003. However, in our
study the distortion in the statistics of quadrant contri-
butions is visible near the channel center from y+ > 464
(y/h > 0.93), only in P-flows.

Despite the overall Reynolds stress does not change
with stratification up to Riτ ≈ 3, Figure 7 shows that
the intensity of uv-structures is redistributed mainly be-
tween attached Q2 and Q4 events from y+ > 20. The
stratification up to Riτ = 3 does not affect the organi-
zation of the Reynolds stress below this height. Garćıa-
Villalba [27] noticed that turbulence under weak strati-
fication (Riτ ≤ 24) is affected by buoyancy far from the
wall, but the near-wall region differs little from the neu-
tral case.

In C0 attached Q2 events (Figure 7, top), achieve a
constant Reynolds stress from y+ > 40 twice as intense
as the Q4 events. In fact, from y+ > 100 attached Q−

events contain almost 90% of the filtered Reynolds stress.
In C6 although perfect collapse with C0 is lost from
y+ > 20, the same trend in Reynolds stress distribution
is followed until y+ = 40. Above this height, attached Q2
events carry less shear intensity while being redistributed
to Q4 events, which keeps the overall Reynolds stress un-
changed. At the first glance, it seems that attached Q4
events become more intense, but this is not true. Figure
9 shows that individual tall-attached Q4 events in aver-
age are less intense than tall-attached Q2, even under the
effect of stratification. The reason for the reorganization
in Figure 7 (top) is that there are more identified points
of Q4 events extending beyond the buffer layer than Q2.
This fact is observed in Figure 8 (bottom) and in the
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Case NT N1 N2 N3 N4 VT V1 V2 V3 V4

P0 (all) 12910 0.12 0.39 0.10 0.39 0.115 0.003 0.09 0.002 0.018
P0 (attached) - 0.01 0.17 0 0.16 0.094 0.001 0.082 0 0.011
P0 (tall attached) - 0.002 0.05 0 0.03 0.093 0.001 0.081 0 0.011
C0 (all) 5724 0.11 0.44 0.09 0.36 0.039 0.001 0.022 0.003 0.013
C0 (attached) - 0.01 0.20 0 0.21 0.033 0.001 0.020 0.002 0.011
C0 (tall attached) - 0 0.04 0 0.02 0.032 0.001 0.019 0.002 0.010
C6 (all) 7104 0.12 0.42 0.10 0.35 0.050 0.003 0.020 0.001 0.025
C6 (attached) - 0.01 0.18 0 0.17 0.040 0.002 0.016 0.001 0.021
C6 (tall attached) - 0 0.05 0 0.02 0.039 0.002 0.015 0.001 0.021

Table II: Time-averaged data of the identified intense uv-structures with H = 1.75 for P0, H = 2.3 for C0 and
H = 2.1 for C6. NT is the number of identified objects. Ni is the numerical fraction of objects classified in each

uv-quadrant and in a given class (all, attached, tall-attached) among NT . VT is the numerical fraction of the total
identified volume divided by the domain volume. Vi is the same fraction for each uv-quadrant. Attached structures

have y+
min < 20 and tall-attached structures have additionally y+

max > 100. The remaining events are detached.
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Figure 6: Joint PDF of the wall-normal distance to the
closest domain wall from uv-structure bottom (y+

min)
and top (y+

max). Figure on top is for C0 and below is for
C6. Structures of all quadrants were considered in the
plots. By definition, y+

max ≥ y+
min. The vertical dashed

line is located at y+
min = 20. For each case, the plotted

contours contain 40%, 90% and 98.8% of the total data.
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Figure 7: Colour online. Lines as in Table I. uv+ (figure
on top, negative y-axis) is the Reynolds stress contained
in the identified intense uv-events. RSτ (positive y-axis)

is the fraction of uv+ linked to: , Q2 events; , Q4
events; , Q+ events. RSτ in figure on top is for
attached events, while in the figure below is for

detached events.
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volume of tall-attached events in C6 in Table II. There-
fore, since the number of points linked to tall-attached Q4
events is higher in C6 than in C0, the contribution of this
kind of uv-structure at y+ > 100 increases. The reorgani-
zation in Reynolds stress away from the wall strengthen
the relevance of the tall-attached structures in the study
of stable stratification. Note that the Reynolds stress em-
ployed in Figure 7 is calculated at each identified point
belonging to a uv-structure. Here the average velocities
described in Eq. 6 are only used to classify each structure
among the uv-quadrants.

By observing the Reynolds stress distribution among
detached (Figure 7, bottom) events, the percentage of
Q− intensity in C0 due to detached events grows from
0% at y+ = 20 (by definition) until 20% at y+ = 100.
This percentage is reduced linearly until 10% near the
channel center, reflecting the relevance of tall-attached
events in this region.

In C6 the contribution of detached Q− events increases
with the wall distance until reaching a 20% in the channel
center. In this case the intensity of the detached events
is greater than in neutral Couette. Finally, only 5% of
the filtered Reynolds stress is carried by Q+ events in all
cases. The contribution of detached Q+ tends to cancel
the one of detached Q− in C0, but this does not happen
in C6. Lozano-Duran et al. [30] found that in Poiseuille
flow detached events are isotropically oriented and scale
in Kolmogorov units, so they can be considered dissipa-
tive objects in terms of momentum transfer. Addition-
ally, in average the contribution of detached events cancel
each other. Based on these evidences together with the
high percentage of Reynolds stress carried by attached
uv-structures, this study is focused on the latter. The
higher percentage of Reynolds stress located in detached
structures under stratification may stem from the damp-
ing of turbulent wall-normal motions, which reduces the
average intensity (τ+

m = u+
mv

+
m) in both attached (Figure

9) and detached (not shown here) structures. This reduc-
tion limits the growth of the structures born above the
buffer layer, so less structures can reach a domain wall
and become attached.

Stratification develops a completely different scenario
far away from the wall with regard to the intense tall-
attached Q events. Figure 8 (top) shows the spanwise dis-
tribution of the Reynolds stress averaged in the logarith-
mic and outer region of the channel. The most obvious
result is that tall-attached Q− events in C0 are perfectly
organized spanwise with a constant spacing around 2.4h.
See in Figure 8 (bottom) that the points corresponding to
tall-attached Q− events follow the same organization as
the uv-stress locations. In this figure, the greater 〈N〉xt
is for a given kind of structure in a spanwise position, the
higher this kind of structure grows in the wall-normal di-
rection. Notice that the Reynolds stress, either Q2 or Q4,
is clearly located in given spanwise regions and along the
streamwise direction, leaving gaps with almost no mo-
mentum transport. This kind of information is unfortu-
nately lost in Figure 7 due to the average in spanwise
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0 2 4 6 8 10
0
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Figure 8: Colour online. Lines as in Table I. Markers as
in Figure 7. Top: 〈uv〉xt/u2

τ , Reynolds stress contained
in the attached Q2 and Q4 events. Bottom: 〈N〉xt ratio

of grid points corresponding to each uv-structure
identified along the wall-normal direction above the
buffer layer. The parameters are averaged in time,

streamwise direction and in 100 ν/uτ ≤ y ≤ h.

direction. This organization is explained by the posi-
tion of the outer high- and low-speed streaks in neutral
Couette. Gandia-Barbera et. al [15] showed that these
streaks extend along the streamwise direction and have a
constant spanwise spacing of 2.4h, independently of Reτ .
Additionally, the authors illustrated that the streaks are
located in zones of intense Reynolds stress in planes aver-
aged in time and streamwise direction. As stated before,
Q− events are generally located on streamwise streaks.
Q2s (u′m < 0) are present in low-speed streaks and Q4s
(u′m > 0) in high-speed streaks. Due to the reduced
streamwise length of the uv-structures (reported later in
Figure 10) in comparison to the length of the streaks,
it is considered that uv-structures are a consequence of
the presence of the streak. Additionally, uv-structures
are generated by the presence of shear rather than the
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presence of a wall [31]. Linking all these facts, the spa-
tial organization of counter-rotating rolls, streaks and uv-
structures is understood for neutral Couette flow. The
presence of large outer streaks influences the location of
Q− events, which can grow reaching y+

max > 100 due to
the strong shear stress (i.e. Reynolds stress) located in
the streaks. Such intense Q− events shown in Figure 8
generate in time-average clear counter-rotating rolls that
reach both domain walls and extend almost infinitely in
the streamwise direction [12]. However, the spanwise dis-
tance between outer streaks is still an open question.

The weakening of the streaks due to stratification in
C6 (See Figure 4) develops a disorganized scenario since
there are no preferential spanwise locations for the Q−

events. The Q− points in Figure 8 (bottom) show a con-
stant spanwise distribution, leading the Reynolds stress
in Figure 8 (top) to be evenly distributed in the span-
wise direction. The difference in uv-intensity between
attached Q2 and Q4 at P0 is in accordance with the
results in [30], who showed that attached Q4 are more
intense near the wall and that most of the intense events
reaching y+

max > 100 are attached Q2 in Poiseuille chan-
nels. This fact is observed in the number of tall-attached
Q2 points identified in comparison to Q4 points. No-
tice that in average in neutral cases (i.e. P0 and C0)
tall-attached Q2 events grow higher than Q4 events, and
the opposite occurs in the stratified case. This fact is
related to the difference in Reynolds stress carried by
each event. Figure 9 shows that generally tall-attached
Q4 events are less energetic than tall-attached Q2. This
is a well-known fact, already discussed in [30]. How-
ever, the intensity is reduced in C6 with stratification
due to the restrictions on vertical motions. Attached Q−

events in stratified Couette flow (i.e. C6) are less ener-
getic in terms of averaged Reynolds stress (τ+

m) than in
neutral Couette flow. The reduction has the same effect
on both Q2 and Q4, that lose in average 28% of their
intensity. Since these structures extract energy from the
mean flow shear in order to grow, it is assumed that the
amount of Reynolds stress carried is directly proportional
to their growth. Nevertheless, the fact that in Figure 8
the tall-attached Q4 events grow higher and show a sim-
ilar intensity as Q2 events may stem from the differences
on the average techniques. In Figure 8 the average is
calculated point-wise considering only the points above
y+ > 100 contained in attached events, however in Fig-
ure 9 (bottom) all the points contained in tall-attached
events are averaged. This means that tall-attached Q4
events are more intense above the buffer layer than Q2
due to stratification, but when all the points contained
in the structure are considered, tall-attached Q2 events
are more intense in average than Q4 events.

The averaged Reynolds stress (τ+
m) agrees roughly with

the averaged vertical velocity (v
′+
m ) as observed in Figure

9 (top). This fact is consistent with the mixing-length
argument in which the Reynolds stress is generated by
displacing the mean velocity profile by an amount pro-
portional to the structure size. As a result, in the loga-
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Figure 9: Colour online. Lines as in Table I. (Top) Joint

PDF of the averaged wall-normal velocity v
′+
m and the

averaged Reynolds stress τ+
m = u

′+
m · v

′+
m of tall-attached

Q2 (v
′+
m > 0) and tall-attached Q4 (v

′+
m < 0). Dashed

lines are τ+
m = ±2.5v

′+
m . For each case, the plotted

contours contain 50% and 90% of the data. (Bottom)
PDF of the averaged Reynolds stress for tall-attached

Q2 and Q4 events above and below PDF = 0. Symbols
as in Figure 7. The quantities are averaged following

Equation 6.

rithmic layer τ+ ≈ 1/κ v+ ∝ v+ [30], being κ ≈ 0.4 the
Kármán constant.

Finally, notice in Figure 9 (top) that Q4 events are

limited to a minimum v
′+
m < 0 due to the impermeability

condition of the wall. Lozano-Duran et al. [32] states
that a given structure does not need to be attached or
detached over its full lifetime. Ejections (Q2) start their
lives attached, move away from the wall, and eventually
detached. Sweeps (Q4) behave the other way around,
being limited by the wall as soon as they approach it.

Various authors have reported that intense attached
structures of diverse parameters reaching the logarith-
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mic region are self-similar. That is, the length (∆x)
and width (∆z) of each object is proportional to the
distance to the nearest wall (y ≈ ∆y due to attached
condition). Lozano-Durán [30] and Osawa [36] reported
self-similar attached uv-structures in turbulent Poiseuille
flow at Reτ > 900. Del Álamo et. al [34] reported this at-
tribute on attached vortex clusters identified through the
velocity gradient tensor ∇u′. Yoon et. al [37] declared
the self-similarity of u-structures of intense streamwise
velocity fluctuations in turbulent boundary layers sub-
jected to an adverse pressure gradient. In our study
the size of the boxes containing attached uv-structures
reaching the logarithmic region are studied on turbulent
neutral and stratified Couette channel and compared to
turbulent neutral Poiseuille channel.

The joint PDF graphics of the dimensions of boxes
containing attached Q− events (Figure 10 (a) and (b)
show three regions. In the near-wall region (∆y+ ≤ 100)
there are differences between Q2 and Q4 events, despite
the perfect collapse between neutral and stratified Cou-
ette. Q4 events get closer to the wall than Q2 events.
This is expected because their negative vm tends to flat-
ten them against the domain wall. This fact occurs in
Poiseuille flows too [30]. In the logarithmic and outer
region (∆y+ > 100) a good collapse between cases and
Q− events is found. This fact is ratified with the perfect
collapse in the 1D PDF plots in Figure 10 (c) and (d).
Notice that P0 is not depicted in the joint PDF plots for
simplicity, although a perfect collapse is achieved in the
logarithmic region as observed in the 1D PDF figures.

Finally, the third group is the attached Q− events ex-
tending beyond the center line (∆y+ > Reτ ). These
objects reach ∆x ≈ 6.25h and ∆z ≈ 2.08h. Lozano-
Durán [30] found that these events are juxtapositions
of smaller objects gathered by the connection algorithm
which do not agree with the self-similar ratios of other
tall-attached objects. Additionally, this part of the joint
PDF changes with small variations of percolation index
around the selected value. All these features are found
in our study too despite the difference in the directions
of the connection algorithm. This region is more pro-
nounced in length than in width, together with the fact
that for a given ∆y+ the length has a greater range of val-
ues than the width. The length range is more sensitive
to the friction Reynolds number than the width range
when comparing our results at Reτ = 480 with Lozano-
Durán [30] at Reτ = 934 and 2003. This fact reinforces
the idea that the mechanisms that deform the structures
along the two coordinates are different. The deforma-
tion along the streamwise direction is due to shear, while
the background turbulence deforms the objects along the
spanwise direction.

Figure 10 (c) and (d) show the self-similar behaviour of
the Q− attached events extending beyond the buffer layer
in all cases. The ratio ∆x/∆y has the highest probability
at 2 and 1.5 for attached Q2 and Q4 events, respectively,
while the ratio ∆x/∆z has the highest probability at 2.4
and 1.8. As a result, the length and width of tall-attached

Q− events follow well-defined linear laws as observed in
Figure 10 (a) and (b) in this region.

In all cases, for tall-attached Q2 uv-structures,

∆x ≈ 2∆y ≈ 2.4∆z (7)

while for tall-attached Q4 uv-structures,

∆x ≈ 1.5∆y ≈ 1.8∆z (8)

In turbulent Poiseuille flow, Osawa [36] proved the self-
similarity for Q− (i.e. both Q2 and Q4 together) ob-
jects at Reτ = 2003 with ∆x ≈ 2∆y ≈ 2.5∆z. This
result agrees better with our result for Q2 events (Eq.
7), which makes sense since the percentage of identified
tall-attached Q2 events is higher than Q4 as observed
in Table II. Here, it is clear that self-similarity ratios in
the logarithmic and outer regions are independent of the
friction Reynolds number and the kind of channel flow
(neutral, stratified Couette or neutral Poiseuille), at least
in Reτ ≤ 2003. Additionally, the use of a 26-directions
connection algorithm does not seem to have an influence
on the results. The above-mentioned authors used a 6-
directions algorithm and their results agree well with this
study.

As a result of the self-similarity, the volume of the
boxes containing uv-structures can be expressed as

V +
box = ∆x+ × ∆y+ × ∆z+ ∝ (∆y+)

3
as shown in Fig-

ure 11 (top). The near-wall region (∆y+ < 100) shows
a poor agreement with the self-similar law as the height
reduces. The region of minimum ∆y+ consists of at-
tached Q4 events flattened against the wall due to their
negative wall-normal velocity component. This fact was
corroborated by plotting the box volume joint PDF of
Q4 attached objects only, not shown here.

Although the volume of the boxes containing a uv-

structure scales well with (∆y+)
3
, the volume of the uv-

structures scales with (∆y+)
2.45

as observed in Figure 11
(bottom). The volume of each structure is measured as
the sum of the volume of all voxels contained in the struc-
ture. The difference in volume stems from the fact that
the structures occupy a low percentage of the box vol-
ume in which they are contained. Del Álamo et al. [34]
interpreted the scaling of the object volumes with their
height as an estimate of their fractal dimension. In our
case, the fractal dimension for attached Q− events in all
cases is 2.45. Lozano-Durán [30] found a similar fractal
dimension in his study, concluding that the shapes of at-
tached uv-structures resemble sponge-like objects formed
by flakes.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Using a database of several C-flows with active ther-
mal flow, it is observed that the stratification at Riτ ≈ 3
is enough to weaken the outer streamwise streaks, con-
sequently vanishing the large-scale counter-rotating rolls,
characteristic in neutral turbulent Couette channels. The
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Figure 10: Colour online. Lines as in Table I. (a) Joint PDF of the length (∆x+) and height (∆y+) in wall units of
boxes containing attached Q2 (solid lines) and attached Q4 (dashed lines) uv-structures. (b) Same as (a) for the
width (∆z+) and height (∆y+) of the boxes. The contours present the 50% and 98% of the data. (c) PDF of the

ratio ∆x/∆y of tall-attached Q2 (above PDF = 0) and Q4 (below). Signs as in Figure 7. (d) Same as in (c) for the
ratio ∆x/∆z. The horizontal dashed lines in (a) and (b) are Reτ and 2Reτ , respectively. The vertical lines in (c)

are ∆x/∆y = [1.5, 2] and in (d) are ∆x/∆z = [1.8, 2.4].

weakening of the outer streaks is presumably caused by
the well-known restriction on vertical motions imposed
by the stratification, which at low stratification levels is
only notorious above the buffer layer. It has been re-
cently proven that such restriction causes the rupture of
the self-sustaining mechanism between streaks and rolls
at stratification levels similar to this study. Based on
these facts, large-scale rolls will hardly appear in real-life
Couette flows of air with a stable wall-normal gradient
of temperature, as soon as Riτ passes a relatively low
threshold.

Evaluating the coherent structures responsible for the
momentum transfer (i.e. uv-structures) by filtering, the
structures can be divided into attached and detached, de-
pending on their distance to the nearest domain wall. As
observed in previous studies of neutral channels, attached
structures carry a great fraction of the total Reynolds

stress, while detached structures are dissipative objects
whose contribution cancels in average. This fact is kept
under stratification, although the intensity of detached
structures increases in the channel center. We focus on
intense structures of negative Reynolds stress extend-
ing beyond the buffer layer; that is, tall-attached struc-
tures defining the bursting activity of ejections (Q2) and
sweeps (Q4). The presence of streaks develops prefer-
ential locations for these structures in the spanwise di-
rection. These locations match with the dimension of
the rolls, showing a spatial relationship between streaks,
rolls and bursting activity. The loss of the streaks due to
stratification produces a disorganized scenario in terms
of tall-attached that no longer supports the character-
istic spatial organization of the rolls. Additionally, the
average intensity of the ejections and sweeps is reduced.

Despite the intensity changes due to stratification, the
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Figure 11: Colour online. Lines as in Table I. (Top)
Joint PDF of the box volume and the height in wall

units of attached Q− events. The dashed line is

1.46 (∆y+)
3
. (Bottom) Same as in Top with the volume

of the objects measured by voxels and their height in

wall units. The dashed line is 1.6 (∆y+)
2.45

. In both
figures, the contours contain 50% and 95% of the data.

geometry of the boxes containing tall-attached events
is proven self-similar, showing the same linear scaling
of their length and width as in neutral Couette and
Poiseuille flows. Therefore, the volume of their boxes
scale with their distance to the wall, which in attached
events it is approximately ∆y.

Observing the structure volume estimated as the sum
of the volume of the structure voxels, all attached events

scale well with (∆y+)
D

, being D = 2.45. This parame-
ter is considered a rough fractal dimension of the struc-
tures, showing that attached structures resemble sponge-
like objects formed by flakes.
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